an intensive campaign of 33 coordinated observations was carried out using the three incoherent-scatter radars capable of probing the auroral zone. During this period the groups operating the Dynamic Explorer satellites and the STARE radar made special efforts to acquire data coincident with the radar observations. The objective of these MITHRAS experiments and subsequent analysis is to further our understanding of the interactions of the magnetosphere, the ionosphere, and the thermos•here, with special emphasis on local time/universal time variations. Three experimental modes with different time resolution and spatial coverage were used to examine different aspects of these interactions. The analysis of the extensive data set involves collaboration among groups of experimenters as well as between experimenters and theoreticians.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the MITHRAS (MagnetosphereIonosphere-Thermosphere Radar Studies) project is to study in detail the high-latitude upper atmosphere using primarily three incoherent-scatter systems: Chatanika (Alaska); Millstone Hill (Massachusetts); and EISCAT (Scandinavia), the European Incoherent Scatter facility. The coordinated experiments were motivated by a need to better understand the coupling between the magnetosphere, the ionosphere, and the thermosphere. The upper atmosphere forms a dynamic system of considerable complexity which, so far, has hindered efforts to fully understand how this coupling takes place. A proper combination of detailed and complete observations, together with theoretical modeling, is necessary for progress to be made. Simultaneous experiments from different sites are necessary to resolve ambiguities between local x SRI International. 2 Now at EISCAT Scientific Association. The incoherent-scatter radar is a powerful research tool for the study of auroral zone phenomena such as ion convection, discrete and diffuse auroras, the midlatitude trough, field-aligned currents, and neutral atmospheric circulation. The radars provide data over an extended altitude range and a wide geographical area. The radars enable us to observe the evolution of events with a time resolution of a few minutes to a few tens of minutes. Table 1 .
Measurements from the Scandinavian
In this paper we describe the experimental modes and objectives, provide a catalog of the MITHRAS observations, and then briefly summarize some of the MITHRAS scientific results. MITHRAS is described in greater detail by de la Beaujardi•re et al. [1982] .
EXPERIMENTAL MODES
Three distinct experiments were designed and carried out for the MITHRAS program; each had a different primary objective resulting in different spatial coverage and time resolution. Operating modes consistent with the experiment objectives were designed for Chatanika, Millstone Hill, and EISCAT. The objectives and operating modes are outlined in MITHRAS 2. This experiment was directed primarily toward substorm studies of both the E and F regions with the best possible time resolution (10 min). To realize this time resolution, which is necessary to study substorm effects, this experiment concentrated on a narrow range of latitudes near the invariant latitude of Chatanika (A -65øN). In addition to the F region electric field, temperatures, densities, and meridional wind, a wide range of E region parameters were obtained at Chatanika. These E region parameters included conductivities, electron energy deposition rates, differential energy spectra of precipitating electrons, neutral winds, currents, and Joule heating. At Tromso, some of these E region parameters were also measured.
The operating mode for Chatanika consisted of a set of three positions, one parallel to the magnetic field and the two others on either side of the magnetic meridian at 70 ø elevation [Rino et al., 1977] . The velocity and temperatures were obtained with a fine (9-km) altitude resolution for E region measurements, and with a coarser (50-km) resolution for the F region.
At Millstone Hill, initial observations were conducted at 4 ø elevation using a 64 ø azimuth scan centered north on the magnetic meridian. At F region altitudes (200 to 500 km) the resulting invariant latitude coverage was 61 ø to 69 ø. Later, a second type of MITHRAS 2 program consisted of elevation scans from 2 ø to 17 ø, at azimuths 15 ø on either side of the magnetic meridian, covering the invariant latitudes from 60 ø to 72 ø for F region altitudes. This program used a shorter pulse length at the lowest elevation angles in order to obtain E region parameters.
The MITHRAS 3. This experiment was directed at examining E and F region morphology with a time resolution between those afforded by programs 1 and 2 (i.e., about 20 min). For Chatanika and EISCAT it provided latitudinal coverage for both E and F regions. It was useful in identifying and following the evolution of ionization features (e.g., diffuse aurora, trough, and F region enhancements) as well as the variations of electric field, temperatures, currents, precipitating electron energy spectra, and the energy deposition rate associated with these features.
The The data analysis phase of the MITHRAS program has started. Among the preliminary results obtained we can cite the following:
Ionosphere. For a given electric field the F region ion temperature tends to be higher in the postmidnight sector than in the premidnight sector. This asymmetry was explained by the fact that ion-neutral frictional heating is more pronounced and longer lasting in the morning than in the evening sector. In the evening, ion drag is more effective at coupling the neutrals to the ions; the time constant for the coupling is less than 1 hour. In the morning this time constant becomes very long, more than 7 hours, because of the low electron density. Thus the ion and neutral motions are essentially decoupled [Baron and Wand, 1983] . In a separate study, currently in progress, ionospheric densities and temperatures were compared for the three radars for selected periods, and between the radars and the model ionosphere of Elkins [1973] . In a third study, the nighttime F region density was compared for the three radars. It was found that the densities were largest over there was a second equatorward wind increase that may have been related to Joule heating. A study is now in progress concerning the electrodynamic parameters of the ionosphere/ magnetosphere system. This work involves a comparison of the MITHRAS electric fields measured at several longitudes with those deduced from the various International Magnetospheric Study chains of magnetometers. The technique to compute the global electric fields and field-aligned currents from the magnetometer data has been described by Kamide et al. [1982] . It is quite complex and relies heavily on a model of conductivity. The use of conductivities from Chatanika and EISCAT, along with those deduced from satellites, should be a significant improvement over the available models. The calculations will then be further constrained by having to obtain convection electric fields that match those from the three radars.
Magnetosphere A study is under way to model the convection and electron density measurements from Chatanika and 
